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Abstract. Virtual Humans are artificial characters who look and act like humans,
but inhabit a simulated environment. One important aspect of many virtual humans is their communicative dialogue ability. In this paper we outline a methodology for study of dialogue behavior and construction of virtual humans. We also
consider three architectures for different types of virtual humans that have been
built at the Institute for Creative Technologies.
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1 Introduction
Virtual Humans are artificial characters who look and act like humans but inhabit a simulated environment [1]. Virtual Humans can be built for a variety of purposes, including
serving as role players in training applications, and non-player characters or artificial
players in games. Since Virtual humans are built with explicit computational models
of behavior, they can also be used to study how well these models work as models of
human behavior. As with other aspects of artificial intelligence, one might focus on just
the performance in a task (engineering approach) or the fidelity in modelling human
behavior (cognitive science approach). These two goals converge more than for most
AI applications, however, because for many purposes one wants a virtual human with
human-like behavior rather than efficient behavior which may not be human-like.
We focus here on the dialogue aspect of virtual humans, though the same remarks
could also be applied to other aspects. While it is still beyond the state of the art to
build virtual humans with all the same capabilities as real people, there are a range
of applications for which virtual humans can be useful. Many advantages can also be
made by tailoring the virtual human to a specific domain and task rather than trying to
attempt general coverage. First, some aspects of human behavior can be elided, as they
are not relevant to the given domain. Secondly, one may also be able to take short-cuts
in terms of how behavior in that domain is understood and generated, given a smaller
set of relevant options. One must be careful, though, to not cut too deep, depending on
the purposes. E.g., a more general theory can make it easier to extend the capabilities
or move to a new domain.
In the next section, we outline a methodology for the study of interactive dialogue
behavior and construction of virtual humans. Key is the use of several different types

of scientific activities, applied in a spiral approach to increasing knowledge and virtual
human capabilities. In section 3, we describe the approach to dialogue modelling and
three different virtual human dialogue architectures we have used at the Institute for
Creative Technologies.

2 General Methodology
At the current state of practice in building virtual human characters, each one is a different, given it’s specific domain and personalized knowledge, but also characteristics
of the domain and genre of dialogue it is to engage in. While a lot can be re-used from
character to character, we also use fairly different architectures and components for
different classes of characters. However, we follow the same broad methodology for
development of these architectures and characters. We endorse a cyclical approach, in
which multiple passes are made at improving the virtual human, including building a
full system fairly early in the process. Figure 1 shows several aspects of the complete
process. One may start anywhere for which there are sufficient resources. This process
combines a number of different scientific and engineering skills, including observation
of behavior, annotation and analysis, theory formation and formalization, and computational modelling and implementation. In many cases, one may start from prior work on
some of these aspects and not go through all the steps directly in one project. In other
cases, however, the requisite data and understanding of the domain does not exist, and
one must spend time developing a corpus of relevant dialogue and/theoretical or notions
suitable for formalization of the domain.
On the empirical side, one may start with observation of the communicative behavior of the type of people that virtual humans are to emulate. The kind of behavior
performed will depend on a number of factors, including some internal to the people
involved, and some based on external aspects of the situation in which they find themselves. There are several issues with respect to which kind of data to collect. First, one
needs to collect data from the same sort of activity. Allwood defines social activities as
having the following parameters: [2]
1.
2.
3.
4.

type, purpose, function: procedures
Roles: competence/obligations/rights
Instruments: machines/media
Other physical environment

We will see very different kinds of language interaction depending on the number and
nature of the participants and the activities, e.g., between a formal presentation, a travel
agency booking, a courtroom trial, an auction, a press conference, and an informal negotiation. While broad investigation is still needed to be able to recognize the commonalities and differences such activities have on interaction, there have been a few efforts
to try to explicitly capture some of this range of interaction. These include the Swedish
Spoken Language Corpus [3] and the Dialogue Diversity Corpus collected by William
Mann1 . We may also distinguish activities as to whether they are fully natural (happening on their own, for their own purposes, without regard to experimenter collection), or
1
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Fig. 1. Methodology for Virtual Human Creation

controlled in some way. The nature of control can also vary quite a bit. At one extreme
are situations in which experimenters bring subjects in to participate in laboratory interactions which the participants would never engage in on their own. These include
wholly artificial tasks meant to test specific theories, such as minimal pair differences
based on different conditions. There might also be naturalistic tasks which participants
are asked to role play at for the purposes of the experiment rather than engaging in
for their own reasons. Or the tasks may be completely natural except for the presence
of experimental observers and/or recording devices. All of these artificial interventions
can change the nature of the activity and the interactions which take place. This data
can still be of much interest however, as many of the most important characteristics of
dialogue will remain, despite the artificial elements.
Observation and analysis of this data can provide insight on some of the common
and important aspects, including theories about what kinds of behaviors are produced
and the patterns and relationships of behaviors to other behaviors and other aspects of
the context. In some cases these can be quite elaborate accounts of specific mechanisms
and types of behaviors. In other cases, these might be accounts of possibly significant
features that might predict certain types of behaviors.
Theories can also be used to calculate the effects of behavior on the participants,
context and future interaction. Some theories will have very broad applicability across

a range of participant types, activities, cultures, and specific contexts. Others will be
more limited to the specific situation under observation. Without broad observation or
detailed generative accounts of the mechanisms causing the behaviors, it can be difficult
to tell how widely applicable a theory is. At the current state of the art, both broad and
narrow theories are very important: narrow theories can more easily lead to empirical
validation and computational models. On the other hand, broad theories will generally
be more useful for adapting to new domains with (slightly) changed activities and context.
There are generally two routes to computational models. One is to formalize the
theory using human-constructed rules. Often this is not a straightforward process, as
the theory is constructed at a very different level than is directly suitable for computational modelling. In some cases, one may need to extend the theory since it depends
on commonsense concepts which are not amenable to formalization or have no good
extant theory. In other cases, one may need to simplify some aspects that are important
for the theory but inaccessible to the computational model. The question then arises as
to how much to simplify. Here are several, guidelines for which phenomena in a theory
to represent in a computational model for a virtual human in a specific domain. They
are ordered from least to most stringent.
1. Represent phenomenon if there is general evidence of its presence in a cognitive
model in some domains.
2. Represent phenomenon only if there is evidence from data that it occurs in this
domain.
3. Represent phenomenon only if it leads to a functional consequence in agent behavior.
4. Represent phenomenon only if it is the simplest (not necessarily most faithful to
the theory) way to achieve the consequence.
5. Represent phenomenon only if it leads to a necessary function for the domain tasks
the character must perform.
Each of these guidelines may be appropriate for some modelling tasks, yet inappropriate for others, depending on whether one is most focused on getting a specific
character built quickly, or on more extensible and generalizable principles that could be
used to model more general behavior or re-use across characters and domains.
In the second approach to forming computational models, one uses theory only to
pick out some of the most relevant types of features for analysis rather than a complete
algorithmic process for recognizing, processing and producing behaviors. Here one also
relies on a corpus of collected interactions with annotations of both the relevant features
and the behaviors of interest, and uses machine learning techniques to learn decision
procedures. These learning techniques could be of two types. One type includes explicit
rules that can be inspected and compared to theoretical constructs, the other type has
numerical representations that can be used to compute recognition of categories and
behaviors, but does not directly lead to comparison with theories.
It is also possible to combine both the theoretical/algorithmic and machine learning
approaches, so that theoretically derived models are used for some aspects and machine
learning for others. For example, one might use a data-driven classifier to recognize

some aspects of inputs, and a logical or rule-based system to calculate the effects in
context, as is done in the MRE and SASO systems described below. One can also apply
both types of processing methods to the same phenomena and arbitrate the results when
they differ. These hybrid models hold great promise for allowing both robustness to
noisy or unseen input while still having broad capability and generative capacity across
various content topics.
However the computational model is derived, it can be used as a foundation for an
implementation of a virtual human, or component of a virtual human. The implementation is not the end point, however, as the system can now be used to interact with people
(and/or other systems) to generate behavior to study. One can evaluate the system from
multiple perspectives, including:
–
–
–
–

Is it a valid implementation of the computational model?
Does it faithfully encode a theory?
Does it have acceptable performance on a “test set”?
Can it behave appropriately in interaction with people?

Unless virtual humans behave exactly like people, there may also be some reciprocal differences in the way people interact with the virtual human. Human-virtual human
interaction thus represents a new type of context that must be analyzed. Purely human
data can be used both as a starting point for analysis and implementation of virtual
humans, and also as an ultimate performance goal, however it may not be the most adequate direct data, especially for machine learning. For this reason a cyclical approach
allows study of how people react to the (previous generation) system, and produces
more and more relevant data. In the case where data is needed before it is feasible to
build a system, a Wizard of Oz approach [4] is often used, in which a person plays the
role of the system, and is limited in some respects to the kinds of interaction that the
system will have, while using human-level cognition for other tasks.
Thus, building a virtual human potentially requires all of the following skills:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Minimally invasive observation and recording of natural human interaction
experimental design, for controlled data collection
data recording and organization
behavior annotation
theory-formation
computational modelling
machine learning algorithms
programming and system design
role-playing for specific domains
wizard abilities
dialogue evaluation

Not every project will include all of these tasks. Sometimes one can make do with
prior work in some areas (e.g., a large extant corpus of recorded and annotated behavior,
or a well-developed theory of human behavior). A number of these tasks are required,
however, for proper spiral methodology.
Iterations of this process can be used to produce better and better virtual humans.
There are several scales on which performance can be increased, including: accuracy

of the phenomenon model, complexity of behavior modelled, robustness with respect
to types of user, and complexity of tasks that are engaged in. We will look at some of
these in more detail.
In terms of complexity of behavior, probably the simplest type of virtual human
would be one that focuses on just some aspect of behavior, such as gaze, or backchannels. Here the system is not really engaging in a task with the user, but just displaying
this behavior rather than all the other behaviors that would be needed for task performance. This kind of system can be very useful for exploring in detail how that phenomenon works, but does not address the interactions of multiple phenomena within
a task. One can also build virtual humans for artificial “toy” domains, which illustrate multiple phenomena interacting in full task behavior, but are not tasks that anyone
would naturally do. Examples include games, such as simple matching tasks. These
kinds of domains allow progress on some very important phenomena and their integration, while abstracting from the complexities of more realistic tasks. There are
also some real-world tasks that are relatively simple, such as information-seeking and
direction-giving. More complex tasks, such as negotiation, tutoring, and collaborative
construction often involve more complex reasoning, longer interaction, and multiple
phases. Finally, one could design a virtual human for integration in a long-range virtual
interaction, spanning many interactions with different people and engaging in different
tasks.
Robustness of the system interaction can be measured in several ways. One important factor is the type of user involved. Many have remarked on the difference in
performance of naive vs expert users of complex systems and user interfaces (e.g., [5]).
In many cases this can be overcome by training a user to a system. In other cases, however, it is not practical to train users before interaction. There are, however more degrees
of differences in the user population. The easiest type of user to achieve robust behavior
with is a demonstrator. This user knows how to follow a “script” to show off the high
points of the system while avoiding the weak points. Showing that at least a single reasonable interaction path works can be important in both verifying the integration of the
system and fidelity to expected behavior. However, if one needs to do something other
than the demonstration, it is not clear that the system will be as robust. The next level
of user is a trained expert user. These people will know what works and what doesn’t
work and how to perform a range of useful tasks even with a system that has some serious flaws. Even novice users fall into multiple categories with respect to robustness. A
motivated user, who really wants to get the task done with the system, will be willing
to try multiple approaches until something works. This user is thus easier to achieve
robustness with than a more general population user, who may be using the system only
because they are told to (e.g., as part of an experiment) or because it is available (e.g.,
in a museum) without a specific need. These unmotivated users may quickly give up
or move on to other items if the system does not quickly produce desired or interesting
results. Finally, there is the malicious user, whose main goal is to “break” the system.
Here the system must be much more robust to achieve the same levels of performance
as with easier users.
This methodology is broadly similar to that employed by other designers of dialogue models for virtual humans, disembodied dialogue systems, and robots. For in-

stance, in the TRAINS project (University of Rochester, 1990-1996), there were several
cycles of data collection, theory formation, system building, and evaluation [6, 7]. The
current exposition is strongly influenced by the methodology used by Cassell and colleagues at MIT and Northwestern [8]. One difference in presentation, at least, is that the
model presented in this chapter does not require an initial starting point of collection of
human-human data, and the model can be influenced directly by human-computer testing, without explicit re-collection of human data. Li also discusses the use of multiple
implementation-evaluation cycles as the method for design of the dialogue manager of
a robot companion [9].

3 Aspects of Dialogue Theory for Virtual Humans
Dialogue interaction, whether in virtual humans or disembodied dialogue systems, can
be built using many computational paradigms, from stimulus-response pairs, to finite
state machines, to full agents including attitudes such as beliefs, desires, intentions, and
complex reasoning. The information state approach [10, 11] allows more direct comparisons between these mechanisms and different theories of dialogue. Following this
approach, we conceptualize dialogue as a static part, consisting of a set of information state components and current values, and a dynamic part, consisting of dialogue
acts that change the information state. These dialogue acts are abstractions of communicative behaviors (including speech non-verbal communicative behaviors) that would
achieve the same effect. A dialogue manager for a virtual human consists of at least
four processes, as shown in Figure 2. For each dialogue agent architecture (and perhaps even for each domain), there will be a different set of dialogue acts, and different
processes. Different architectures may also assign different sets of these functions to
different software components.
These processes mediate between observations, internal state, and actions that the
agents perform. Interpretation is the process of recognizing important actions as having
communicative function. From each observation, the interpretation process produces
hypotheses about a set of dialogue acts that have been performed. The interpretation
process could be formalized as a set of recognition rules in a rule-based system. Update changes the information state to be in accord with the performance of dialogue
acts, given the previous context. This can include adding, deleting, or modifying some
aspects of the information state. A theory of information state update can also be organized as a rule-based system, with specific effects for the performance of dialogue acts
as well as other update rules. Selection is the process of deciding what to do given the
current information state. It can be formalized as a choice of dialogue acts to perform,
and could be implemented as a set of selection rules in a rule-based system. Finally,
realization is in some sense the inverse of interpretation, deciding on an ordered set
of physical behaviors that can be used to perform the selected dialogue acts give the
current context.
Dialogue managers can differ in terms of several features, including the nature of
components and dialogue acts, processing mechanisms for each of these processes, and
how these processes are apportioned into multiple software modules. In the rest of this

Fig. 2. Information State Approach to Dialogue

chapter, we outline three different architectures for virtual humans that have been built
at ICT and their information states.
3.1 Question Answering Characters
Question answering characters have a set of knowledge they can impart when asked
and goals for the presentation of this information subject to appropriate conditions.
Question-answering characters must remain in character when deciding how to react
to questions. Unlike question-answering systems [12] (which slavishly try to find the
desired answer), question-answering characters should react to questions the way a person in that situation would, which may include lying, misleading, or finding excuses or
other ways to avoid answering questions that they don’t want to or are unable to answer.
Question answering characters can be used for training, education, and entertainment.
At the Institute for Creative Technologies we have recently built several question answering characters, including Sgt Blackwell – a simulated Army soldier who can be
interviewed about ICT, the army and virtual human technology, a set of characters a
reporter can interview to piece together a news story, and more recently characters who
can be interviewed for training tactical questioning. These characters have a limited
dialogue model of the character and focus on retrieval of appropriate answers given a
question.

Fig. 3. Sergeant Blackwell Question Answering Character

Sgt Blackwell, shown in Figure 3, is described more fully in [13, 14]. Sgt Blackwell
was designed as a technology demo exhibit for a conference. His speech model was
designed for limited domain and three specific demonstrators. Sgt Blackwell’s dialogue
model includes a set of answers constructed ahead of time. These answers are in three
categories, (1) “in domain answers”, which are simple answers to questions, (2) “offtopic” answers, which are a set of responses to give when there is no appropriate indomain answer, such as “I don’t know” or “why don’t you ask someone else”, and (3)
“prompts”, to direct questioners back to the proper domain. The information state is
very simple, and consists only of the local history of the last few utterances, and two
thresholds: one for avoiding duplication of in domain answers (when possible), and a
second threshold for avoiding repetition of off-topic answers. There is also a translation
model mapping a language model for questions to a language model for answers, use
to score each answer as to how well it addresses a new input question. This allows both
high confidence on known questions as well as robustness to speech recognition errors
and other small differences in asking the question.
As described in [14], Sgt Blackwell is indeed robust to speech recognition errors.
For known questions, accuracy does not decrease significantly until the word error rate
is more than 50%. For novel questions, speech recognition does not significantly impact
performance even at higher levels. While further study is required to fully understand

the relationship, our hypothesis for at least part of the explanation is that this is so
because the same language model is used to train the speech recognizer and the question
answer classifier
3.2 Group Conversation Characters
We have also been working on Group conversation characters, to serve as background
characters for larger virtual simulations. These characters are not meant for direct interaction with users, but to serve as a middle level of detail [15]. Their behavior should
be natural for a crowd, engaged in conversational interactions, and allow for natural
variation for extended durations. We based this work on the conversation simulation of
[16].

Fig. 4. Examples of Simulated Group Conversation

We have built several models of group conversation, with some examples shown in
Figure 4. In [17], we extended the simulation of [16], and used this to animate bodies
to drive the minor characters in the Mission Rehearsal Exercise (the left of Figure 4,
also seen in the upper right corner of Figure 5). This model was extended in [18],
with a new animation system, and including the ability to have members enter and
leave conversations and have conversation groups separate into subgroups. In [19] we
extended the model to include locomotion and positioning.
For these characters, the information state consists of the set of characters and conversations. Each conversation has a set of participants, a turn-holder, a (forcasted) transition relevance place (TRP), and sequences of utterances, consisting of speaker, addressee, and whether it is main content or feedback.
Agents can perform a number of actions, including two types: Speech - which is
not directly observable by humans, and non-verbal actions, which are. Speech actions
include: beginning to speak, ending speech, TRP signals (that signal a possible end of
turn), Pre-TRP signals (that signal that a possible end of turn is coming soon), Addressee selection, and positive and negative feedback. Non-verbal acts include position
shifts (movement), orientation shifts, posture shifts, nodding, speaking gestures, and
gaze.
Agents also have a set of adjustable parameters that govern their behavior in a probabilistic way. The main parameters are:

talkativeness: the likelihood of wanting to talk
transparency: the likelihood of producing explicit positive and negative feedback, and
turn-claiming signals
confidence: the likelihood of interrupting and continuing to speak during simultaneous
talk
interactivity: the mean length of turn segments between TRPs
verbosity: the likelihood of continuing the turn after a TRP at which no one is self
selected
proxemic distance: the ideal distance between speakers of different familiarity
gaze distribution: the amount of time spent looking at different types of conversational participant (e.g., speaker, addressee, bystander)
overlap offset: the average point at which one will tend to start speaking at an oncoming TRP (before, at, or after) - leading to either small overlaps in speech, exact
transitions, or pauses between turns.
These values of these parameters are used to influence behavior according to a probabilistic algorithm that will test against parameter values given configurations of the
information state.
So far we have evaluated these characters with respect to believability, fidelity of
inferences from observed behavior to guiding parameter.

Fig. 5. An interactive peacekeeping scenario featuring (left to right in foreground) a sergeant, a
mother, and a medic.

3.3 Advanced Virtual Humans
For deep interaction with humans, we need a richer model of information state. We
have developed dialogue models for virtual humans that need to engage in multiparty
teamwork and non-team negotiation. In the mission rehearsal exercise project [20] a
human user (Army lieutenant) cohabits a 3D graphical virtual environment with animated virtual humans (a sergeant, a medic, a squad of soldiers, and some civilians) and

interacts with them through face-to-face spoken dialogue to deal with an unanticipated
dilemma (Figure 5) involving a traffic accident causing potentially serious injuries, and
a weapons inspection where another unit may require urgent assistance.
Aspects of the information state and dialogue moves are described in [21], and the
teamwork model is described in [22]. Figure 6 shows some of the conversational layers.
We have evaluated several aspects of the mission rehearsal system, including a number
of components of the language understanding capabilities, the system responsiveness
and initiative, task success, and user satisfaction. This work is summarized in [23]. The
original version of the system was one that was suitable for demonstrators but performed poorly for other classes of users. The final version had suitable performance for
motivated users who were familiar with military protocol, but who were not necessarily
familiar with interacting with virtual humans.

– contact – are individuals available accessible for interaction
– attention – what are individuals attending to
– conversation – what conversations are currently active
 participants – who are the participants in the conversation
 turn – who has the right to currently speak in the conversation
 initiative – who is leading the progression of the conversation
 grounding – how is information added to the common ground
 topic – what is the conversation about
 rhetorical – how is content in the conversation related
– social commitments (obligations)
– social roles – how are individuals related to each other
– negotiation – how do groups converge on shared plans
– individual model (beliefs, desires, intentions)
Fig. 6. Multi-party, Multi-conversation Dialogue Layers

In the SASO-ST project [24, 25], we go beyond team collaboration and negotiation
to look at negotiation in a context where collaboration must be achieved rather than
taken as a given. The virtual human model was thus extended to include representations
of trust and explicit negotiation strategies in addition to the other aspects of information
state.
For our first testbed domain, we developed a training scenario in which a local
military commander (who has the rank of captain) must negotiate with a medical relief
organization. A virtual human plays the role of a doctor running a clinic. A human
trainee plays the role of the captain, and is supposed to negotiate with the doctor to
get him to move the clinic, which could be damaged by a planned military operation.
Ideally, the captain will convince the doctor without resorting to force or threats and
without revealing information about the planned operation. Figure 7 shows the trainee’s
view of the doctor in his office inside the clinic. The success of the negotiation will
depend on the trainee’s ability to follow good negotiating techniques, when confronted
with different types of behavior from the virtual doctor.

Fig. 7. SASO-ST VR clinic and virtual human doctor

As in the MRE project, we started with a simple version of the character that was
suitable for demo users. The initial version was built very quickly, reusing over 80%
of the programming of the MRE characters. By using this version to collect data with
test subjects, as well as conducting additional role-play and wizard of oz data, we were
able to more than double performance of the recognition components and reach a level
where users have satisfactory experiences in which their success or failure has more to
do with their negotiating tactics than ability to use the system.

4 Conclusions
In this article we have discussed general methodologies for building dialogue components for virtual humans, as well as several examples of different types of such dialogue
models. For each of the architectures and domains, a spiral methodology involving all of
study of human dialogue behavior, building computational models, implementation of
systems, and evaluation of human interaction with systems has led to improved performance along multiple dimensions. This included both allowing a broader class of users
to robustly interact with the systems as well as covering more aspects of the phenomena
of multi-party multi-modal dialogue.
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